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PUBLIC POLICE LOG

Date & Time Date & TimeIncident Type Location StatusReported Occurred

1/4/2007

UIS NETWORK OPS CENTER
1/4/07 1/4/07 60 OXFORD STNOISE COMPLAINT CLOSED4:21 AM 4:21 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to a report of loud noise in the area. Officer arrived and determined that the noise was coming from a 
generator. Operations was notified of the incident.                                                                       

SCIENCE CENTER
1/4/07 1/4/07 1 OXFORD STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED5:01 PM 5:01 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to a report of an unattended bag which contained a substance that appeared to be tobacco. Officer      
arrived and reports the bag did in fact contain tobacco and was not suspicious.                                           

ADAMS HOUSE C
1/4/07 1/4/07 45 BOW STSUSPICIOUS ODOR/SMOKE CLOSED8:40 PM 8:40 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of an odor of class D in the area. Officers arrived, searched the area and report the odor
is not a Class D but tobacco.                                                                                             

1/4/07 1/4/07 9 WARE STREETASSAULT REPORT CLOSED11:58 PM 11:58 PM CAMBRIDGE
Officers dispatched to a report of a domestic disturbance. Officer arrived and spoke with one of the individual's involved
who stated that they got into an argument with another individual and punched them in the arm. While on scene the other   
individual arrived and confirmed the incident. No injuries were reported and the officers transported one individual to a 
friends house for the night.                                                                                              
Update 1/5/07: On 1/5/07 at 1155 officers were dispatched to a report of loud arguing between two individuals. Upon       
arrival officers spoke with both individuals who confirmed that they were having a verbal argument. The one individual was
instructed to leave while the other packed some belongings and then left the residence.                                   


